Women Know How to Get Things Done

Don't let your mammogram be the exception

Dosher wants to make it as simple as possible for busy women like you to schedule a screening mammogram. We are now accepting self-requested mammography patients without first having to schedule a primary care physician visit to obtain a screening mammography order.

CERTAIN SELF-REQUESTED CRITERIA APPLY:

- You must be at least 40 years old.
- You must be established with one of our participating physicians (call us to verify).
- FDA guidelines require a report of the screening results are sent to a qualified medical professional, who will then review the results with the individual.
- You must be asymptomatic. If you have symptoms or have a personal history of breast cancer that occurred less than five years ago, you must first schedule a primary care physician (PCP) visit to obtain a diagnostic mammogram order.
- Call 910-454-4702 for an appointment or further inquiry.

A mammogram is a critical tool for the early detection of breast cancer.

LET'S GET THIS DONE!

Dosher.org/Mammogram